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IMPROVED PS/2 MOUSE ASSIST: Four new customizable buttons on the mouse let you use your mouse however you want.
The button closest to the side of the mouse can be used to scroll up and down, while the button on the other side lets you see
previews of the available network in Windows. Pressing the left side button lets you scroll up and down in web pages, and the
opposite side button lets you pan through 360° images in a YouTube video. Download Corsair Utility Engine now! You can read
our full review of Corsair Utility Engine here. Liu Liu and other staff members from Amazon.cn finally reveal the glossy black
5 series laptop after a couple of weeks of “unveiling”. While the core specs are the same as the new m15 series, new upgrades
include Intel’s HD 5500 series mobile GPU. Another highlight is that this is the first laptop to be powered by Intel’s 8th Gen
Coffee Lake processor, so that it can run the new 9th Gen H-series GPU without many bumps, and will also be a good partner
for the upcoming 9th Gen 9-series graphics card due later this year. With its sexy looks and our early-access unit, we believe
this will be one of the hottest portable gaming laptops around. And with improved IPS LED screen, the high-refresh rate panel
is also pretty nice. That’s not all. The m15 5 claims to run circles around several of its rivals in both categories, so if you want
gaming and all these other nice features, it’s almost like we’re not giving much away. The last major upgrade has to do with the
m15 5’s new 15.6-inch display. Its 4K panel is a nice upgrade over the m15 4’s Full HD option and one that benefits from the
improved upgrade path of Intel’s 9th Gen family. The latest RoG offering, which is basically a G-series version of the previous i-
series, will be available later this year, and will include a number of other improvements to the 9th Generation graphics
architecture as well as a new display with native 120Hz refresh rate. Liu Liu and other staff members from Amazon.cn finally
reveal the glossy black 5 series laptop after a couple of weeks of “unveiling”. While the core specs are the same as the new m15
series, new upgrades include Intel�
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iCUE is a utility that enables you to customize and fine-tune almost everything related to your device’s behavior and appearance.
The utility helps you to set up macros for your Corsair peripherals and manage lighting effects – it is completely configurable
and gives you a range of customization options for your Corsair peripherals. Corsair iCUE features some of the most advanced
features for peripherals, including: • Recording of multiple events, such as clicks, key presses, delays, scrolling and mouse
movement • The ability to control mouse DPI • Equalizer settings for headsets • The ability to create and manage presets for
RGB lighting effects • A user-friendly GUI that lets you customize and fine-tune almost everything related to your device’s
behavior and appearance • Advanced options for configuring macros, including support for multiple key presses and delayed
actions • A customizable interface that lets you define preset profiles for ease of use This product is Brand New and comes with
90 Days Warranty. 1 year warranty is available for additional $199, purchased within 90 days of purchase date. Detailed
Specification: • SBU System • Type: Software Package Content: 1x Corsair Utility Engine Related Best Sellers Discover the
brand new DPS3D optimized GLIDE performance mouse and keyboard. With more than 50 gaming features and proven by pro
gamers worldwide, the DPS3D performs with the best in its class and surpasses any comparable mouse or keyboard.See more of
a... With the Corsair TORUS Gaming Mouse, you can game with ease. With an intuitive design that matches the performance of
standard mice, this mouse is designed for any gamer, from FPS or racing games to board games and more. [Product features]
Huge and... Designed exclusively for Windows™, the Corsair Aegis 800 is the only mouse that includes 16,500 DPI support for
gamers with high-speed, demanding games. The Corsair Aegis 800 has a low, wide, sleek chassis, providing unmatched comfort
for long... This build deck makes it convenient to send your game from your PC to a TV or monitor using an HDMI cable to
connect. You can even connect multiple USB devices to the same VGA port at the same time, eliminating the need to buy
additional cables.Built in USB c... Killer USB 3.0 is compatible with the USB Type-C standard, and supports Microsoft®
Windows® 09e8f5149f
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- Create up to 20 different profiles for your entire system, and change the settings in seconds. - The best customizable advanced
macros and keystrokes in the market. - Set up limitless lighting effects for your devices. - Create powerful mouse profiles and
set up profiles for your keyboard and headset. - Redesigned visually for a modern, sleek look. - Track mouse movements and
clicks with macros. - Record and play back mouse movements, clicks, macros, and more. - Create and edit and customize the
icons in your system tray. - Adjust the colors of the system tray and icons to match your user interface. - Use ArtPlay(TM) to
easily create and launch your own software with a single click. - Create equalizer presets for your Corsair headset. - Add a
picture or logo to the main screen. - Control up to 4 devices from 1 interface. - Drag and drop program icons from the Start
Menu. - Easily access your favorite programs on the Taskbar. - You can also easily access any shortcut to a program from the
Start Menu. - There is no mouse driver required. - Works with Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7. - Download this utility from
Corsair Support@corsair.com Device family: Corsair gaming peripherals Using popular hardware RAID technology, Corsair
makes both the hardware and software that are required to recover data faster and easier than ever. From specialist cooling
solutions, to fancy LED kits, to high-end water cooling systems for overclocking PCs, Corsair has every possible solution for
every level of gamer. Device family: Corsair will have a long and successful future in the gaming peripheral market. [Don’t
forget to subscribe to SSDTip for faster downloads!] Subscribe and get to know us a little better. ✍️ * Game - Pixel Bowling -
Lunar Bowler Lunar Bowler is a brand new game for Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 8.1. * Pixel Bowling 1 - There is no
game rules except that the players are the pixel blocks, each block has six elements (two elements per side), there are four
blocks in the play area and the game goes over in 24 innings. The players can use the pixel blocks on all the four sides to shoot.
* Pixel Bowling 2 - The game became more entertaining. Now, the players can use all the pixels of the three sides to shoot, there
are four players and now, the

What's New in the ICUE - Corsair Utility Engine?

iCUE manages all your Corsair peripherals, allows you to customize them, and features a custom light show for your headset
and mouse. For all the latest news, reviews, and giveaways, follow us on Twitter or subscribe to our YouTube channel. See more
at: The Corsair iCUE web page gives you all the information you need about iCUE software and the other software modules.
Software Overview: Corsair iCUE is a software suite that can be used with several Corsair peripherals. iCUE helps you program
your Corsair mouse and headset, to change LED light color and intensity, to change mouse DPI. iCUE can change mouse DPI
from 1 to 250 in 1, 2 or 4 steps. iCUE can be set to DPI. 5 preset in 3 DPI groupings; in addition to the standard 12.5, 16, 200,
and 250 DPIs. The software can recall those DPI settings which can be used for quick switching. Fast & Easy to use: The iCUE
GUI is easy to navigate. iCUE Software can save user settings so if you do not want to have your mouse DPI change from a
desired value, you can simply change the mouse DPI setting at any time to what you had saved. This will always be the mouse
DPI of your saved value. The iCUE GUI is easy to navigate. The iCUE Software can save user settings so if you do not want to
have your mouse DPI change from a desired value, you can simply change the mouse DPI setting at any time to what you had
saved. This will always be the mouse DPI of your saved value. Built in Templates: iCUE Software comes with built in
configurations for easy mouse DPI settings. Built in Configurations: iCUE Software comes with built in configurations for easy
mouse DPI settings. You will see that some more configurations can be loaded. Built in Templates: iCUE
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System Requirements:

Game Version: 1.5.1 Minimum: OS: Windows 7 x32 or Windows 8.1 x32 CPU: 2.0 GHz Recommended: OS: Windows 7 x64
or Windows 8.1 x64 CPU: 2.8 GHz DirectX: DirectX 11 Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or AMD Radeon R9 280
with 256-bit memory interface DirectX 11 Graphics Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 390 with 384-bit
memory interface
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